+1 for all three.

On Thu, Dec 6, 2018 at 5:50 AM Byung-Woo Jun <byung-woo.jun@ericsson.com> wrote:

Steve Smokowski: +1
Lukasz Muszkieta: +1
Subhash Kumar Singh: +1
From: Sanchita Pathak [mailto:sanchita@techmahindra.com]  
To: Yan Yang <yangyanyj@chinamobile.com>; 'Chenchuanyu' <chenchuanyu@huawei.com>; 'Seshu m' <seshu.kumar.m@huawei.com>; DAUGHERTY, ROBERT E <rd472p@att.com>; 'Byung-Woo Jun' <byung-woo.jun@ericsson.com>; 'Marcus.williams@intel.com' <marcus.williams@intel.com>; DeWayne@gigaspaces.com  
Cc: 'Gildas Lanilis' <gildas.lanilis@huawei.com>  
Subject: RE: SO new committer promotion (Ignore the previous mail)

My vote:

Steve Smokowski: +1

Subhash Kumar Singh: +1

Lukasz Muszkieta: +1

Regards,

Sanchita

From: Yan Yang <yangyanyj@chinamobile.com>  
To: 'Chenchuanyu' <chenchuanyu@huawei.com>; 'Seshu m' <seshu.kumar.m@huawei.com>; DAUGHERTY, ROBERT E <rd472p@att.com>; Sanchita Pathak <sanchita@TechMahindra.com>; 'Byung-Woo Jun' <byung-woo.jun@ericsson.com>; 'Marcus.williams@intel.com' <marcus.williams@intel.com>; DeWayne@gigaspaces.com  
Cc: 'Gildas Lanilis' <gildas.lanilis@huawei.com>  
Subject: 答复: SO new committer promotion (Ignore the previous mail)

Agree with chuanyu,
Hi Seshu:

As I find they all involved SO much and do many contributions to SO. so my opinion is:

Steve Smokowski: +1
Subhash Kumar Singh: +1
Lukasz Muszkieta: +1
Dear ONAP SO Committer Group:

Please find the nominations for the Committers based on the recent contributions to SO project.

Have collected the inputs for the top 3 contributors from the non committer group

Details are furnished in the below wiki link:

https://wiki.onap.org/display/DW/Committer+Promotion+Request+for+%5BSBService+Orchestrator%5D+--+24.10.2018

Steve Smokowski:

Merged Commits:

https://gerrit.onap.org/r/#/q/owner:ss835w%2540att.com+status:merged+project:so

Reviewed Commits:
https://gerrit.onap.org/r/#/q/project:so+status:merged+reviewer:%22Steve+Smokowski+%253Css835w%2540att.com%253E%22

Jira handled:

https://jira.onap.org/issues/?jql=project%20%3D%20SO%20AND%20assignee%20%3D%20SteveSmokowski%20OR%20reporter%20%3D%20SteveSmokowski

Subhash Kumar Singh

Merged Commits:

https://gerrit.onap.org/r/#/q/owner:%22subhash+kumar+singh+%253Csubhash.kumar.singh%2540huawei.com%253E%22+project:so+status:merged

Reviewed Commits:

https://gerrit.onap.org/r/#/q/project:so+status:merged+reviewer:%22subhash+kumar+singh+%253Csubhash.kumar.singh%2540huawei.com%253E%22

Jira Handled

https://jira.onap.org/issues/?jql=project%20%3D%20SO%20AND%20assignee%20%3D%20subhash_singh%20OR%20reporter%20%3D%20subhash_singh

Lukasz Muszkieta

Merged Commits:

https://gerrit.onap.org/r/#/q/owner:lukasz.muszkieta%2540nokia.com+status:merged+project:so
Reviewed Commits:

https://gerrit.onap.org/r/#/q/project:so+status:merged+reviewer:
%22Lukasz+Muszkieta+%253Clukasz.muszkieta%2540nokia.com%253E%22

Jira Link:

https://jira.onap.org/issues/?jql=project+%3D+SO+AND+%28Assignee
%3DLukaszM+OR+Reporter%3DLukaszM%29++

Kindly poll your votes in the below link before the Friday 6:00 PM China Time :

+1 – For yes

0 – For Neutral

-1 – For a No

(There seems some issue with the Survey monkey and Civs survey so had to come back to the email voting).

Thanks and Regards,

M Seshu Kumar

Senior System Architect

Single OSS India Branch Department. S/W BU.

Huawei Technologies India Pvt. Ltd.

Survey No. 37, Next to EPIP Area, Kundalahalli, Whitefield

Bengaluru-560066, Karnataka.Tel: + 91-80-49160700 , Mob: 9845355488